SALON

THE HAMPTON EURO 830 is an exciting and innovative JC Espinosa design from
Hampton Yachts with finish work and features you won’t find elsewhere. This yacht
combines modern style with high-end
materials and craftsmanship and the latest
technological advancements. On the Hampton Euro you will find our signature heirloom
quality woodwork, rich natural materials
and imported fabrics in a vessel fully loaded with the best electronics, entertainment
and ship’s systems. The Hampton Euro is
designed for luxurious and stylish living,
uniquely built on a platform that delivers
tough, offshore capable construction and
robust, redundant ship’s systems.
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HYDRAULIC BALCONY

FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS the Chen family has been building boats and has launched
over 2,000 hulls. Custom boat-building is a
passion that has been handed down from
one generation of the family to the next. Today, Hampton Yachts employs over 200 skilled
craftsmen and women including finish carpenters, designers, engineers and naval architects.
Hampton yachts are always built in our own
dedicated factory where the focus is on quality
and the pride of craftsmanship shines through
in each and every detail. Once launched, our
yachts are supported by our Hampton VIP
Owner’s program with access to help and advice 24/7 and service arrangements worldwide
from routine maintenance to on-call support.
SALON
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COCKPIT SEATING AREA

LUXURIOUS ENTERTAINING is the focus
of the spacious and airy salon with glorious
views from bow to stern and an interior of
stunning woodwork, natural stone, and the
finest European fabrics. A dining table for
6 with its adjacent wet bar make dinner
parties effortless and comfortable. Al fresco
options on the main deck include seating for
14-16 guests in the sheltered cockpit dining
area with its accessible day head. For more
intimate get-togethers, the foredeck has
seating for 4-6 with a hi-lo table and three
adjustable loungers. A hydraulic balcony
slides out from the salon on the starboard
side for an amazing place to take in the view.

SERIOUS CHEFS will feel right at home
in the galley with its full complement of
top-of-the-line appliances. Elegant white
marble floor and Silestone countertops in
an ergonomic U-shape are completed with
a large sink, full-size refrigerator, induction
cooktop, oven, microwave, dishwasher,
disposal and trash compactor. Every inch of
space is utilized and storage is plentiful in this
spacious galley. Our in-house design team
awaits and will help you select materials,
fabrics and finishes to complete the boat of
your dreams.

www.hamptonyachts.com
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SPACIOUS GALLEY

FOREDECK ENTERTAINING AREA
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VIP STATEROOM

RETREAT to your full-beam master
stateroom with superior appointments
including a king-size walk around bed
with storage underneath, ample closets,
built-in bureaus and cabinets. The ensuite
head is lavishly finished with white marble.
Your guests will enjoy the generous VIP
stateroom with its queen-sized bed and
ensuite head. The third stateroom has a
twin berth and an ensuite head. A fourth
stateroom has a single berth. Crew quarters,
located aft, are beautifully appointed and
sure to please with accommodations for
4. Every cabin has opening ports with
screens for abundant natural light and
ventilation. Closets are cedar lined and
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VIP HEAD

spacious. All staterooms have Smart TVs
and entertainment systems with DVD/CD
players and Bluetooth audio streaming.
The heads are fitted with Tecma quiet
flush toilets, marble countertops and
flooring, and Grohe fixtures. Showers and
other components are seamless molded
fiberglass. Hampton utilizes a zoned
drainage system that is extremely easy to
maintain, so showers will give you years of
trouble-free use. As with every space on
the Hampton Euro, storage cabinets are
elegantly built into every possible corner.
Frameless glass shower doors complete
the spa-like heads.
MASTER STATEROOM
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BBQ GRILL AND FLYBRIDGE EXTERIOR SEATING

THE SKYLOUNGE is the command center
and an opportunity to take your entertaining
to the next level. Conveniently accessible via
internal stairs from the salon, or external
stairs from the aft deck. The well-equipped
helm has the latest in electronics and
ship’s monitoring systems. The flybridge is
carefully situated more forward than most
yachts of its class, improving visibility while
maneuvering. On the lower aft deck there
are additional control stations on the port
and starboard sides to alleviate the stress of
docking in tight spaces.

Inside the Skylounge, the large comfortable
seating area provides a dazzling 360 degree
view. The wet bar has built-in stools, an
ice maker and refrigerator. Just outside
is another seating area with an optional
retractable awning and a built-in electric
grill. Tender and davit are positioned for
deployment off the starboard side. The swim
platform has an Aritex tender lift and space
for an additional tender or water toys.

www.hamptonyachts.com
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SKYLOUNGE

HELM
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S M A L L D E TA I L S M A K E A B I G D I F F E R E N C E
Continuous improvement is the goal
of every employee of Hampton Yachts.
From our designers, engineers, craftsmen
and everyone else involved in the
manufacturing of our yachts, we are always
looking for ways to make something better.
From the major onboard systems to the
small details, it is our mission to Exceed
your Expectations.

Highest quality 316 stainless steel rails.
Oversized and oval-shaped for safety.

Retractable flybridge awning allows flexibility
for shade or sun while taking in the view.

The hull is hand-laid solid fiberglass with
woven Knytex reinforced in key areas.

ENGINE ROOM

The sturdy hydraulic swim platform facilitates
quick watercraft launch and provides room
to rest between activities.
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Fuel fills located on both port and starboard
are tucked into their own lockers to reduce
the potential for spills.

External TVs housed in cabinets that drop
open for use and provide protection from the
elements when closed.

Sunbathe or snooze while reclining on one
of the adjustable loungers situated on the
vast foredeck.

Fit and finish are topped off with cabinetry
that is custom-built onsite for perfection
in every detail.

Day head in the cockpit so no one
needs to enter the living spaces below
to use the head.

RELIABILITY and REDUNDANCY are
trademarks of the Hampton Euro with in-line
backups for all major systems; including a
second generator, dual Racor fuel filters on
main engines, backup water pumps, twinPTOs for hydraulics, and a backup macerator
pump. All systems are designed for ease
of use and maintenance in a true stand up
engine room with 6’8” of headroom. The
engine room has interior access from the
salon via stairs for safety while underway. All
wiring, mechanical systems, through hulls
and pumps are well labeled and meticulously
organized. Each boat comes with a unique
Owner’s Manual that shows the exact layout
of the electrical, plumbing, HVAC systems in

detail, along with the serial numbers of all
major components.
EXTREME ATTENTION has been taken to
minimize sound and vibration from the living
spaces for a smooth and quiet ride underway
with extensive soundproofing insulation, soft
mounts for engines, and custom engineered
underwater exhaust. Best-in-class components
make the Hampton Euro a pleasure to own
from the CAT engines, TRAC stabilizers,
Maxwell windlass and ABT TRAC thrusters. Our
factory warranty is 1 year on all systems and 5
years on the hull. The CAT engines come with
CAT Concierge service for direct and prompt
support no matter where in the world you are.
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LENGTH

STATEROOMS
SLEEPS 7

2

5

HEADS

CREW

SLEEPS 4

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
LENGTH OVERALL

83’ 8”

HULL LENGTH

78’ 8”

BEAM
DRAFT

FLYBRIDGE DECK

19 ‘ 10”

DISPLACEMENT

150,000 lbs

FUEL CAPACITY

2,220 gallons

WATER CAPACITY

350 gallons

HOLDING TANK CAPACITY

100 gallons

ENGINES

2 x CAT C-32

ENGINE POWER
TOP SPEED

MAIN DECK

6’ 1”

(AT HALF LOAD)

(EACH)

(APPROX. AT HALF LOAD)

1,622 HP
25 knots

PLEASE NOTE: As we are continuously making improvements, these
specifications are subject to change. Top speed is an estimate and
can vary greatly due to choice of engines, load and sea state.

Exceeding Expectations
LOWER DECK

www.hamptonyachts.com

